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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that „The thousand character essay‟ (It is called as 

„Tcheonzamun‟ in Korean language) had been used as a textbook for Chinese character education for children and Dallet 

(1874) described that this same book had been utilized both in the ancient China and in the ancient Korea. For the present 

researcher, there were two methods for the translation. The first method for the translation is through Korean 

pronunciation of the Chinese characters on the Tcheonzamun poem. The second method is through the meaning of 

Chinese characters of the poem. The title of this study is „My husband, do you want our family (韓) to be miserable (弊)? 

Please give me your wife a lot of (煩) agony (刑), then, it will be so. Our family will be surely diminished and be poor!‟ 

And the next is the result of the research of the poem (Tcheonzamun 577th-592
nd

). 

Keywords: „My husband, do you want our family (韓) to be miserable (弊)? Please give me your wife a lot of (煩) 

agony (刑), then, it will be so. Our family will be surely diminished and be poor!‟ „The thousand character essay‟ (It is 

called as „Tcheonzamun‟ in Korean language), (Tcheonzamun 577th-592
nd

). 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that „The thousand character essay‟ (It is called as 

„Tcheonzamun‟ in Korean language) had been used as a textbook for Chinese character education for children and Dallet 

(1874) described that this same book had been utilized both in the ancient China and in the ancient Korea. Park et al., 

(2021a) and Park et al., (2021b) studied the translation of several Tcheonzamun poems. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Park et al., (2021a) and Park et al., (2021b) considered that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) is 

consisted of 16 letters. And the range of the research was Tcheonzamun 577th-592
nd

. For the present researcher, there 

were two methods for the translation. The first method for the translation is through Korean pronunciation of the Chinese 

characters on the Tcheonzamun poem. The second method is through the meaning of Chinese characters of the poem. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The title of this study is „My husband, do you want our family (韓) to be miserable (弊)? Please give me your 

wife a lot of (煩) agony (刑), then, it will be so. Our family will be surely diminished and be poor!‟ And the next is the 
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result of the research of the poem (Tcheonzamun 577th-592
nd

). 

 

Number of Tcheonzamun(The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese 

character in English alphabet) Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet Transformed phrase on 

Korean pronunciation in English alphabet The meaning in Korean language is as follows. 

 

577-580 假(Ka ) 途(Do) 滅(Myeol) (乎+虎) (Goeg) 가도 멀고! Ka-do Meol-go 

 

Even though I, your wife, was trying to come to you. But my husband, you were too distant from me! 

 

581-584 踐(Tcheon) 土(To) 會(Hoe) 盟(Maeng) 찾다 헤매! Tchat-da He-mae! 

 

My husband, I searched for you eagerly, but I was not able to know even the present situation. 

 

585-588 何(Ha) 遵(Zun) 約(Yag) 法(Beob) 어쭈 약빨! Eo-zzu Yag-bbal! 

 

Oh My husband! You and your hidden lover are very rapid for fleeing (running away)! 

 

589-592 韓(Han) 弊(Pye) 煩(Beon) 刑(Hyeong) 한 패 뻔해! Han-pae Bbeon-hae! 

 

You and the girl near you are the one team! It is clear! 

 

The next is the translation through the meaning of Chinese character of the Tcheonzamun poem (Tcheonzamun 

577th-592
nd

). 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet) 

 

577-580 假(Ka )-几=人艮 ζ 途(Do) 滅(Myeol) (乎+虎) (Goeg)-几=乎(虎-ル) 

My husband, in order for us you and me your wife (人) not (ζ) to escape (艮) the route (途), it is possible if the 

other people do not (滅) call (乎) the tiger (虎-ル) to the road. 

 

It is true that the tiger is a very dangerous and great animal. But, my husband, it is not so for you and me your 

wife! 

 

581-584 踐(Tcheon) 土(To) 會(Hoe)-皿=人一曰 盟(Maeng) -皿=明 

My husband! For you and me your wife, the most important thing is different from tiger! In order for us to live 

together (踐) happily (土), your wife, I, must be in the condition (一) of saying freely (曰) in our home (人). Because I 

am the better (明) than you for this world! 

 

585-588 何(Ha) 遵(Zun)-寸=§酋 約(Yag)-勺=糸 法(Beob) 

My husband, if you, the boss (酋) of my family, can do (§) well, what shall you do (何) then? Please lessen (糸) 

the rule (法) around me your wife! 

 

589-592 韓(Han) 弊(Pye) 煩(Beon) 刑(Hyeong) 

My husband, do you want our family (韓) to be miserable (弊)? Please give me your wife a lot of (煩) agony (刑

), then, it will be so. Our family will be surely diminished and be poor!  
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